Guillotine Packing Cutters

- Easily cuts all styles of packing including Kevlar® copper sheath and wire core up to 1 inch Diameter.
- Butt cuts or 45° angles.
- Circumference scales eliminates expensive time and material waste.
- Comes complete with mounting screws, wrenches and stop blocks for 45° angle and butt cutting.
- Vernier for accurate measurements of shafts and stuffing boxes.

Gasket Cutters - Available in 6 cutting kits!

Kit 1, cuts 1/4 inch I. D. To 12 inch O. D.

Kit 2, cuts 1/4 inch I. D. To 24 inch O. D.

Kit 3, cuts 1/4 inch I. D. To 36 inch O. D.

Kit 4, cuts 1/4 inch I. D. To 48 inch O. D.

Kit 5, cuts 1/4 inch I. D. To 60 inch O. D.

Kit 6, cuts 1/4 inch I. D. To 12 inch O. D. (Does not have a cutting board).

Kit 1 comes with cutter block and head assembly, cutting head screws, gasket cutter blades, pivot post, knurled nut (2), fiber washers, 1/2 inch short center pin, 3/4 inch long center pin, 18 inch cutting board, cutting knob for small diameters, post with offset pin, piercing tool and screwdriver.

Kits 2-5 has everything listed above in kit 1 plus pivot post for extensions, extra knurled nut for extension, extra long center pin and extension bar.

Kit 6 is identical to kit 1 less the cutting board.